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Abstract—The fog-caching enabled radio access network has
been identified as an effective solution to reduce content down-
loading latency of mobile users (MUs). The quality of service
(QoS) can be dramatically enhanced by caching popular files
into the storages of femto-cell access points (FAPs) adjacent to
MUs. However, file allocation is challenging when the mobility
of users is considered. In this scenario, the serving users of
each FAP are not fixed, and they vary from time to time. In
order to address this, we design distributed algorithms, using two
separate matching games, with the aim to minimize the system file
downloading latency. To be specific, we first allocate files to each
FAP and then associate an MU with a proper FAP, considering
the mobility of users. At last, numerical results are presented to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. It is
verified that the proposed algorithms outperform the benchmark
in terms of achieving a lower transmission delay.

Index Terms—Matching game, mobile fog caching, resource
allocation, mobile users

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the demands on mobile services with high date
rate and low latency are expected to dramatically increase
in future wireless networks, especially in the fifth generation
(5G) of cellular networks. This is mainly driven by the ever-
increasing interest in various multimedia services induced by
mobile users (MUs), such as streaming of videos [1]. Against
this background, heterogeneous networks, consisting of macro
cells, micro cells, and femto cells, have been proven to be
capable of meeting this data explosion [2–4]. It is shown
that femto-cell access points (FAP), with low costs and low
powers, can be deployed in any area underlaid coexisting with
various base stations, aiming to improve the overall network
performance. Embedding pico/femto/micro base-stations in
a macro-cell network is a promising method for achieving
substantial gains in coverage and capacity relative to using
a macro-cell only. But when FAPs’ density in heterogeneous
networks increases, backhaul capacity limitations become a
non-trivial problem [5].

Wireless content caching is a well-known mechanism to
effectively handle backhaul capacity limitations [6]. Network
observations demonstrate that a large amount of data traffic
is caused by a small portion of popular files, which means

that pre-caching some hot files in the storage of network
facilities, such as FAPs, will reduce the transmission distance
by obtaining data from local nodes rather than from central
server nodes. Also, the price of storage medium is relatively
lower compared to the price of backhaul. Thus, caching at
the edge of network nodes, namely, fog caching, becomes a
potential solution recently to relieve backhaul pressures [7–
11].

Although different aspects of caching concept in hetero-
geneous networks are discussed in literatures, while efficient
and high performance resource allocation in caching-enabled
heterogeneous networks still faces great challenges, especially
when MU’s mobility is considered. To address so, we uti-
lize the matching game theory to handle resource allocation
problems in mobile fog-caching enabled systems. Matching
game has been widely used in wireless communications. For
instance, the authors in [12] introduced fundamental and con-
ventional classification of matching games for future wireless
networks. Generally, matching games are divided into three
categories, including one-to-one, many-to-one and many-to-
many matching games. In [13], authors utilized many-to-one
matching games in wireless small-cell networks with a combi-
nation of context-aware of information about trajectory profile
and quality of service requirements of users, for maximizing
the satisfaction ratio and reduce the downloading delay. In
this model, the preferences of the players are interdependent
and contingent on the matching structure. They proposed
a novel algorithm that converges to a stable matching in
a reasonable number of iterations. Many-to-many matching
games have been utilized in [14] to reduce backhaul loads
and the experienced delay in small-cell networks. In [15], the
authors proposed different algorithms using matching games
to optimize the total satisfaction of the user equipments in an
uplink OFDMA network.

In this paper, we propose a series of matching algorithms
based on two-tier matching games to facilitate a caching-
oriented resource allocation mechanism in heterogenous net-
works. We first propose a matching model to allocate files
to FAPs, and then associate an MU with proper FAPs. The
FAPs and MUs are selfish and rational entities, indicating that
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Fig. 1. System architecture.

they only want to maximise their own interests, e.g., minimal
transmission latency, lower energy consumption, or higher data
rate, etc.

The key contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.

1) We model a distributed mobile caching system contain-
ing FAPs, MUs, and one content provider (CP), where
the objective is to minimize the system transmission
delay.

2) We decouple the resource allocation problem as a two-
tier matching game, where in each matching game, the
algorithm converges to a high performance and stable
matching outcome. The mobility of MUs is considered
in the second-tier matching.

3) We demonstrate that the proposed algorithms have near-
optimal outcomes with numerical results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We de-
scribe the system model in Section II. Matching definition
and optimization problems are formulated in Section III. We
then propose distributed matching algorithms for dynamic
mobile environment in Section IV. The numerical results are
illustrated in Section V, and our conclusions are provided in
Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a wireless network which has one CP, several
FAPs and multiple MUs. System architecture is shown in
Fig 1, where M MUs try to download files with the potential
aid of N FAPs. We denote the set of these M MUs by
U = {U1,U2, . . . ,UM}, denote the set consisting of the N
FAPs by A = {A1,A2, . . . ,AN}, and denote the CP by C.
We assume that FAPs are randomly distributed and the MUs
are randomly moving in the considered network. C assigns the
network contents to N FAPs during off-peak time via backhaul
links, for the purpose of decreasing MUs’ downloading delay
during peak time. We also assume that all the FAPs have
the same but constraint storage size, i.e., it can cache limited
number of files. Once the files are allocated to FAPs, these
FAPs will be able to transmit files directly to the covered
MUs upon requests received.

A. File Popularity

We denote the library of the V popular files as F =
{F1,F2, . . . ,FV }. We assume that the file popularity is

characterized by the Zipf distribution, where the number of
requests to a file is inversely proportional to the file’s rank v
in the request table [16]. Then, the file popularity qv of the
file Fv is given by

qv =
1
vβ∑V
i=1

1
iβ

, ∀v = 1, . . . , V, (1)

where the exponent β is a positive skewness parameter.
Following (1), we note that the file with a smaller index v
is of a higher file popularity. Files are assumed to have a
uniform length with L bits.

B. Transmission Delay

We denote by Rm,n the transmission rate from an FAP An,
∀n = 1, . . . , N , to an MU Um, ∀m = 1, . . . ,M . If an MU
cannot obtain the requested files from its associated FAPs, it
will be redirected to the central servers located at the backbone
network, with a transmission rate denoted by Rm. Note that
the overhead of redirecting decision is negligible compared to
the file downloading. Generally, we have

Rm < Rm,n. (2)

Also, given MU Um connects to FAP An, the downloading
delay of a file from An to Um can be written as

τm,n =
L

Rm,n
. (3)

In general, an MU can be covered by multiple FAPs. When
MU Um requests a file Vv, it will connect to the nearest FAP
that caches the requested file. An MU will be redirected to the
central server for the files if and only if this MU cannot obtain
them from the adjacent FAPs. Also we define the transmission
delay from central server to the MU Um as

τm,a =
L

Rm
. (4)

C. Caching Procedure

Next, we introduce the caching procedure with details. In
the first stage, the CP intends to rent the storage of the FAPs.
We assume that both CP and FAPs are selfish and rational, all
competing for their own benefits. CP wants to occupy more
FAPs in order to gain more MU customers and offer better
services, e.g., lower transmission latency. It is evident that
the CP can earn higher profits if it has more affiliated MUs.
On the other side, the FAPs are motivated by the monetary
payment provided by the CP, and try to gain their profits as
much as possible. In this paper, we focus on file allocation
and MU association problems in order to reduce the system
transmission latency. Incentive mechanism design is not in the
scope of this paper. For simplicity, we assume that the FAPs
have been properly motivated.

In the second stage, after renting the storage of FAPs, CP
will determine the subset of F allocated to each FAP. Each
MU is a distinct individual to express its interests towards
files. It is natural to assume that MUs express various interests
towards different files. Consequently, we define the preference,
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i.e., interests towards files, of the MU Um to a specific file Fv

as [17, 18]
pm,v =

αm,v

αm
qv, (5)

where αm,v is a factor affecting the Um’s preference to Fv ,
qv is the popularity of the file Fv , and αm =

∑
v αm,v is to

normalize αm,v .
The probability that an FAP An will cache a file relies on

collecting the preferences of its served MUs. Then we define
the preference of An to the file Fv, denoted by wn,v , as

wn,v =
1

|Hn|
∑
l∈Hn

pl,v, (6)

where l represents the l-th served MU of the FAP, Hn is the
set of the served MUs of An, and |·| represents the cardinality
of a set. An FAP will cache the most preferred file sets of its
serving MUs according to (6). At last, MUs start to contact
FAPs for file downloading.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS

We now formulate two problems in our caching system. The
two problems are linked with each other such that the previous
matching results will be transferred to the next matching
problem to influence their decision results. In what follows,
we will introduce some key concepts to facilitate the problem
formulation.

A. Matching Related Definition

In this paper, two matching problems will be tackled. The
first matching problem is defined among the FAPs and files for
minimizing the system transmission delay. The second game
is to decide which FAP an MU should associate with, i.e., the
matching between the MUs and the FAPs, to further reduce
system transmission delay.

More specifically in the first game, the FAPs and CP’s files
will be regarded as the two sides of players, and are divided
into two finite and disjoint sets. The file allocation procedure
will be solved by using a many-to-many matching model, since
a file can be cached to multiple FAPs, and each FAP can in
turn store multiple distinct files. The strategy of an FAP is
to cache relatively popular files, while the strategy at the file
(or CP) side is to select a FAP which is capable of offering
low latency to its MUs. In a many-to-many matching game, a
player in each set has a preference list over members of the
opposite set. To construct the preference lists in this model,
the symbol ≻ is used to represent that a player prefers one
player over another player in the opposite set. For example,
when a FAP An shows F1 ≻ F2 in its preference lists, it
means that An prefers the file F1 over file F2.

In this paper, we define µ1 as the matching process of the
first matching game. To be specific, for Fv ∈ F and An ∈ A,
a matching µ1 is represented by F

∪
A → 2F

∪
A, which

satisfies the following,
1) µ1(An) ⊂ F and |µ1(An)| ≤ QF ,
2) µ1(Fv) ⊂ A and |µ1(Fv)| ≤ QA,
3) µ1(Fv) = An ⇐⇒ µ1(An) = Fv,

where item 1) represents that the matching players of An are
contained in F , and each FAP can cache at most QF files,
with QF being the maximum number of files that an FAP
can cache, item 2) means that the matching players of Fv

are contained in A, and each file can be cached by at most
QA FAPs, with QA denoting the maximum number of the
FAPs that a file can be copied in, considering the copyright
constraint, and item 3) implies that if Fv is matched to An,
then An is matched to Fv, and vice versa.

In the second matching game, i.e., MU allocation matching
problem, the game players are the FAPs and MUs. Each FAP’s
strategy is to decide whether to accept or reject requests from
the MUs, while each MU wants to associate with the best
FAP based on the outcome of the first-tier matching. Since an
FAP can possibly cover multiple MUs and an MU is allowed
to connect to one FAP, this matching game is processed as a
many-to-one matching with the following properties.

For Um ∈ U and An ∈ A, a matching µ2 is defined by
U
∪
A → 2U

∪
A, which satisfies

1) µ2(Um) ∈ A and |µ2(Um)| ≤ 1,
2) µ2(An) ⊂ U and |µ2(An)| ≤ QU ,
3) µ2(Um) = An ⇐⇒ µ2(An) = Um,

where item 1) means that one MU can only be associated with
one FAP, item 2) represents that a FAP could serve at most
QU MUs, and item 3) states that if An is matched to Um,
then Um is matched to An, and vice versa.

B. First Matching: Files-FAPs Matching

In this subsection, we formulate the files-FAPs matching
problem to minimize the transmission delay of MUs. The
problem can be formulated as:

min
X

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

V∑
v=1

(
xn,vτm,n + (QF −

∑
v

xn,v)τm,a

)
wn,v,

(7)

s.t.(a)
∑
v

xn,v ≤ QF , (b)
∑
n

xn,v ≤ QA, (c) xn,v ∈ {0, 1},

where xn,v is the element of the matrix X . xn,v = 1 represents
that the FAP An caches the file Fv, while xn,v = 0, otherwise.
Condition (a) guarantees that each FAP can cache at most QF
files. Concerning file copyright issue, we set the condition (b)
to make sure that the file Fv can only be cached with QA
duplications in this network, and condition (c) implies that
the values of xn,v can only be a binary value 0 or 1. The
optimization in (7) is an NP-hard combinatorial problem [19],
which has a high computational complexity.

C. Second Matching: MUs-FAPs Matching

After the first matching is determined, the MU allocation
problem can be modeled as follows,

min
Y

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

yn,mτm,n + (1−
∑
n

yn,m)τm,a, (8)

s.t.(a)
∑
n

yn,m ≤ 1, (b)
∑
m

yn,m ≤ QU , (c) yn,m ∈ {0, 1},
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where yn,m is the element in the matrix Y . yn,m = 1 repre-
sents that FAP An serves MU Um, and otherwise, yn,m = 0.
Condition (a) states that a user will be served by only one
FAP. Condition (b) ensures that each FAP can serve at most
QU MUs, and condition (c) states that the values of yn,m can
be either 0 or 1. It is again an NP-hard combinatorial problem.

IV. DISTRIBUTED MATCHING ALGORITHMS FOR
DYNAMIC MOBILE ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we propose two different matching algo-
rithms to solve the above problems. The proposed algorithms
are all based on matching theory. Deferred Acceptance (DA)
algorithm [20] is proposed to solve the first matching. For
the second matching, considering the mobility of MUs, Roth
Vanda-Vate (RVV) algorithm is proposed to solve the dynamic
matching problem [21]. Those distributed matching algorithms
fit the dynamic mobile environment well.

A. Files-FAPs Matching Algorithm

To process file selection algorithm, we define FAPs’ pref-
erence lists firstly. The cached files set of each FAP is a
key factor that influence the serving MUs’ choices, so we
choose the serving MUs’ preferences over files to build FAPs’
preference lists. The definition of FAP’s preference lists is
shown as follows.

Definition 1: FAP’s preference over file Fv ∈ F is defined
as

ΓFAP = wn,v, (9)

where ΓFAP ∈ CN×V is FAPs’ preference matrix over files.
Also, files have certain preferences towards different FAPs

considering transmission delay. A FAP can serve Hn MUs
so that we take the average transmission delay of Hn serving
MUs as file’s preference over this FAP. We define it as follows.

Definition 2: File’s preference over FAP An ∈ U can be
given as

ΓCP =
1

|Hn|
∑
l∈Hn

τl,n, (10)

where ΓCP ∈ CV×N is the files’ preference matrix over FAPs.
As shown in Algorithm 1, we use ΓFAP and ΓCP as

preference lists. We assume that the number of files is larger
than the number of FAPs. At first, the FAPs send their offers
to files according to their preference list. Since a file can be
cached in QA FAPs, we need to judge whether the requests
from FAPs for a file are more than the quota QA. If there are
more than QA FAPs requesting the same file, files will select
its most preferred QA FAPs according to its preference list. If
the requests for a file are less than or equal to the quota QA,
files will accept all these requests. The accepted FAPs should
judge whether they have free memory space for other files. If
the FAP has, it will be still in unmatched set R1, otherwise
it will be removed from unmatched list. The unmatched FAPs
will continue to take part in the next round of proposals until
each FAP caches QF files. We will get a stable matching µ1

in the end.

TABLE I
PROPOSED FIRST MATCHING ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1 Files-FAPs Matching Algorithm
Input: ΓFAP, ΓCP, QF , QA;
Output: stable matching µ1;
Steps:
1: construct empty space for unmatched FAPs to files as sets of R1 =

{A1,A2, . . . ,An}.
2: while R1 ̸= ∅ do
3: for all An ∈ R1 do
4: sends offer to first file in its preference list according to ΓFAP and

set xn,v = 1;
5: remove the first choice in ΓFAP;
6: end for
7: for all Fv ∈ F do
8: if

∑
n xn,v > QA

9: the file choose most preferred FAPs according to ΓCP and the other
FAPs will be rejected;

10: the rejected FAPs will be set xn,v = 0;
11: else
12: the offers from FAPs will all be accepted;
13: end if
14: end for
15: for all An ∈ R1 do
16: if

∑
v xn,v > QF

17: remove An whose index is larger than QF from R1;
18: end for
19: end while
20: return stable matching µ1.

B. MUs-FAPs Matching Algorithm

After solving file allocation problem using Algorithm 1, we
turn to handle the MU association problem. First we define the
preference of FAP over MUs as follows.

Definition 3: For a FAP An ∈ A, its preference over MU
Um ∈ U can be given as

ΓFM = τm,n, (11)

where ΓFM ∈ CM×N is the FAPs’ preference matrix over
MUs.

Moreover, the preference of MUs over FAPs will be affected
by the first matching result. After the first matching, FAPs will
broadcast information about the cached files to all its nearby
MUs. Since different MUs have different preferences over files
and thus they have different preferences over FAPs. Then, we
define MU’s preference over FAPs as follows.

Definition 4: For Um ∈ U , its preference over FAP An ∈
A can be given as

ΓMTF =
V∑

v=1

τm,npm,vxn,v, (12)

where ΓMTF ∈ CM×N is the MUs’ preference matrix over
FAPs.

The fixed MU’s association problem can be solved by
Algorithm 2. Considering MUs’ mobility, we follow the same
analysis steps in [22] that a time slot is divided into multiple
small time slots △T such that within △T , the MU can be
treated as static. The specific algorithm of second matching is
shown in Algorithm 3. The time-dependent algorithm based
on RVV has been proposed to minimize average transmission
delay of MUs by associating MUs to FAPs. As shown in
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TABLE II
PROPOSED SECOND MATCHING ALGORITHM - PART 1

Algorithm 2 MUs-FAPs Matching Algorithm
Input: ΓFM, ΓMTF, QU ;
Output: stable matching µ2;
Steps:
1: construct sets of unmatched MUs to FAPs as R2 = {U1,U2, · · · ,Um}.
2: while R2 ̸= ∅ and

∑
yn,m < QU do

3: for all Um ∈ R2 do
4: sends offer to first FAP in its preference list due to ΓMTF and

set yn,m = 1;
5: remove the first choice in ΓMTF;
6: end for
7: for all An ∈ A do
8: if

∑
m yn,m > QU

9: the file choose most preferred MUs due to ΓFM and the other MUs
will be rejected;

10: the rejected MUs set yn,m = 0;
11: else
12: the offers from MUs will all be accepted;
13: end if
14: end for
15: end while
16: the unmatched MUs will have a connection with central server;
17: return stable matching µ2.

TABLE III
PROPOSED SECOND MATCHING ALGORITHM - PART 2

Algorithm 3 MUs with Mobility Matching Algorithm
Input: stable matching µ2(t− 1) in the previous time t-1;
Output: stable matching µ2(t) at time t;
Steps:
1: Initialization:
2: µ2 = µ2(t− 1), I = ⊘;
3: while µ2 is not stable do
4: if There exists(Um,An) ∈ bp(µ2) such that Um /∈ I and An ∈

I, then add Um ;
5: else
6: choose (Um,An) ∈ BP (µ2);
7: satisfy (Um,An);
8: end if
9: end while

10: µ2 = µ2(t);

Algorithm 3, the algorithm starts from an initial matching
µ2, which is a stable matching obtained from Algorithm 2.
Moreover, it is µ2(t− 1) from the previous time slot t− 1. A
set I is utilized during the iterations of the algorithm, which
is initially empty. The algorithm iterates as long as µ2 is not
stable. During each iteration, if there is a BP (Um,An) such
that Um /∈ I and An ∈ I , the procedure ‘add’ is called with
Um. Otherwise, the ‘satisfy’ procedure is called with Um and
An, i.e., Um /∈ I and An /∈ I .

C. Overhead and Complexity

Matching algorithms are implemented in a distributed man-
ner, so it will cause less overhead and complexity compared
to the centralized algorithm. The number of communication
packets of the algorithms is hard to analyze because the
system parameters are set independently and they have mu-
tual interference. However, we can analyze the upper bound
of communication packets for the first matching algorithm.
Considering the time scale of the proposed algorithm, until
the algorithm converges, the signaling packet length required
for the communication between the players is very short.
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Theorem 1: The number of communication packets be-
tween the files and the FAPs required in the first matching
is upper bounded by

Nmax = QAN(N − 1)(N − 1). (13)

Proof: For clarity, we omit the proof here. �
Theorem 2: A stable matching µ2 can be obtained in

O ((N +M)m) times, where m is the number of acceptable
MU-FAP pairs in I .

Proof: For clarity, we omit the proof here. �
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
two algorithms by numerical results using MATLAB. We
assume V = 50 and QA = 2. In this simulation, we assume
FAPs are randomly located, and MUs are moving under
Random Waypoint Model (RWP) in the network [23]. Each
node in the RWP model begins by stopping for a fixed time,
and then moves to a random direction with a random speed
between [0, vo], in which vo represents the maximum speed.
This movement pattern repeats until the end of the simulation.

In the following figures, we compare our proposed algo-
rithms with random allocation and exhaustive searching algo-
rithms. In the random allocation algorithm, files are randomly
cached. In the exhaustive searching algorithm, the problems
are solved by the centralized solution with high complexity.

In Fig. 2, the number of files is 50 and the number of FAPs
varies from 10 to 20. Each FAP can cache QF = 2 files at
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most. As shown in Fig. 2, with the increasing of the number
of FAPs, the average delay of both the random allocation
algorithm curve and proposed algorithm curve have a declining
trend. And the proposed algorithm shows a better performance
than random allocation scheme.

In Fig. 3, the number of MUs is 60 and the number of FAPs
varies from 10 to 20 with each FAP serving at most QU = 2
MUs. As observed from Fig. 3, with the increasing of the
number of FAPs, the average delay of both the exhaustive
searching algorithm curve and proposed algorithm curve have
a decreasing trend. Though the exhaustive searching algorithm
shows better performance to the proposed one, the proposed
algorithm has less computation complexity while the exhaus-
tive searching algorithm complexity increases exponentially
over network size. Obviously, with low complexity, the pro-
posed algorithm will reduce system processing power. And
we find that the random allocation algorithm exhibits inferior
performance compared to the proposed algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the file allocation problems in a fog caching
network was studied. The caching problems were modeled as
two-tier matching games which include the first matching be-
tween files and FAPs, and the second matching between FAPs
and MUs with mobility. Two different matching algorithms are
proposed to solve the two-tier matching problem. The upper
bound of communication packets for the first-tier matching
algorithm and the computational complexity of the secondary-
tier matching are also provided. Finally, simulation results are
provided to demonstrate that the proposed algorithms have
highly comparable performance with the exhaustive searching
algorithm in reducing average transmission delay and have
better performance than the random allocation algorithm.
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